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Changemakers
are at the heart
of TFN’s vision.”

Welcome

TFN’s strength is in people – engaged members,
inspiring changemakers, generous funders, committed
trustees and dedicated staff who work together to
create positive social change.
Members are at the core of TFN’s success. They ﬁnd
great, under-the-radar initiatives, help select the
strongest proposals to put forward, bring friends and
family along with them to events, and give their time
or expertise as well as their hard earned money.

Changemakers are at the heart of TFN’s vision. TFN
wouldn’t exist without their inspiration. Anyone who
has attended a TFN event will remember moving
personal stories of empowerment and change that
give us hope for a better, happier and healthier future.

Staff and Trustees are TFN’s secret asset. Successful
events require complex logistics to create the best
conditions for giving money, time and skills. The team
works tirelessly to create these conditions in order to
improve the lives of the people we support. I, for one,
am deeply grateful to them for their hard work and
dedication.
In the words of American anthropologist Margaret
Mead: “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is
the only thing that ever has.”
I couldn’t have put it better myself.

Céline Gagnon,
Chief Executive

About us

A pioneer of live crowdfunding,
TFN gives people the opportunity
to pool their time and resources
to support small non-profits
driving social change. Live
crowdfunding thrives on face-toface connections between the
inspiring individuals behind these
organisations and the donors who
wish to support them.

What we offer
Young Funding Network

3 non-profits pitch for £1,000 each
Pledges start at £10
Early stage organisations making
big change with small donations
Each £10 ticket is used as each
person’s first donation

Regional

3-5 non-profits pitch for £4,000
each
Pledges start at £50
Organisations driving local social
change
Currently operating in Bristol,
Hertfordshire and Oxford

TFN London

4 non-profits pitch for £6,000 each
Pledges start at £100

How does live
crowdfunding
work?
Members nominate
non-profits

Small organisations with big
ambitions
Our flagship events, where a
diverse mix of attendees comes to
discover and support a variety of
changemakers

Strategic Funding Group

3 non-profits pitch for £20,000
each
Pledges start at £500
Providing transformational
second-stage funding
For those who have the desire
and capacity to give more

TFN International

Working with Community
Foundations, YouthBanks and
national civil society organisations

Due diligence carried
out on applications

Members attend a
selection panel

Presenters receive
pitch training

Selected non-profits are
pitched to an audience

A live crowdfunding
session raises money

Donors receive impact
reports 12 months on
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TFN International
TFN began its international adventure
back in 2012 with an event in the
Bulgarian capital, Soﬁa. Our
international network has now
extended to 23 countries – from
New Zealand to Latvia – and with
over 240 international events, we
have supported our partners to raise
more than £4.2 million for at least 800
social change projects.

We are witnessing many worrying
developments: the rise of populism;
the closing of national borders in the
face of a devastating refugee crisis;
growing inequality; and a sense that
the spoils of globalism have not been
fairly distributed. It is hardly surprising
that people are losing faith in their
ability to effect change. In the face of
all of this, TFN events bring people
together to support causes which are
sometimes unpopular and challenging,
but always important.

Our partners tell us that TFN events
provide a vital forum for small, local

civil society organisations to speak
directly to people, to build trust, allay
fears and challenge misconceptions.
Over 80% of them say that TFN events
contributed to building a culture of
philanthropy in their region. From
supporting independent journalism in
Romania to refugee rights projects in
Hungary, we have seen our partners
work incredibly hard to make sure
that TFN’s model is used to its fullest
potential. We are so proud to be able
to support them.

We can never say thank you enough.
Huge thanks go to all our international
partners for their openness, trust and
determination. Another huge thank
you goes to our funders: Charles
Stewart Mott Foundation, Marie
Louise von Motesiczky Foundation
and Frederick Mulder Foundation who
have made possible so much more than
we ever imagined.

Eugenie Harvey,
International Director

Partnering with TFN
enabled us to grow private
philanthropy to support
social change in the
challenging context that is
Hungary today. Why? The
answer is right at the centre
of the organisation: the
model works, their
approach to international
cooperation is based on
trust and mutual learning,
and the people are
professional and friendly.”

Tamás Scsaurszki,
Roots & Wings Foundation

CASE
STUDY

Shivia
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Raised £15,560 in 2016 at TFN London
and £28,443 in 2017 at Strategic
Funding Group
Shivia empowers poor families, in particular women, to develop
poultry enterprises in West Bengal, India. The team provides
participants with the tools and skills to start small enterprises that
will allow them to earn a regular income.

In the year following Shivia’s ﬁrst funding from us, they worked with
1,470 new families in addition to the 843 households they were
already engaged with. 13,800 people beneﬁtted from Shivia’s
Poultry Development Services programme in 2016. A Shivia toolkit
allows households to increase their income by 30% through the sale
of eggs – and families use on average three toolkits in a year.
Shivia’s toolkits act as a stepping stone to opportunities to earn
more. One participant, Putul, has built up a ﬂock of 40 birds. This
income means she can afford to send her daughter to school and
buy a sewing machine, with plans to develop a tailoring business.

It has been wonderful to
be involved in TFN – I just
love what you do and
how you do it.”

Olly Donnelly,
Founder and CEO, Shivia

www.shivia.com
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The
Choir
with No
Name

Raised £2,110 in 2008 at Young Funding Network, £3,175
in 2009 at TFN London and £13,319 in 2017 at TFN London
The Choir with No Name (CWNN) runs
choirs for homeless and marginalised people.
They enable participants to make friends and
build their conﬁdence to ﬁnd their place in
society.

With the funding they received from TFN in
2017, CWNN exceeded their objectives by
hosting 45 outreach singing workshops for
people at risk of homelessness, delivering 4
community projects and reaching a total of
579 new people (486 workshop attendees
and 93 new choir members) between April
2017 and March 2018. TFN funding also
contributed to choir rehearsal costs, which
include a hot meal at the end of each session.

The expanded programme has changed
people’s lives. Over 90% of choir members
surveyed reported having increased their
self-conﬁdence, learned new skills and made
new friends. Many also said that singing in the
choir has improved their mental health and
assisted them in gaining employment or
secure housing.
Finally, CWNN was able to consolidate
partnerships with organisations such as the
Young Vic and Tate Liverpool, launch a new
choir in London with Look Ahead Care and
Support, and become Octopus Giving’s
Charity of the Year 2018.

TFN support has made a huge difference to
the lives of some of the most marginalised
and vulnerable people across the UK.”

Marie Benton, Founder and CEO, CWNN

www.choirwithnoname.org
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The Bike
Project

Raised £7,482 in 2014 at TFN London and £22,153 in
2015 at Strategic Funding Group
The Bike Project provides a free, sustainable
means of accessing healthcare, education and
psychological support for refugees in London
through ‘build your own bike’ sessions.

Having received almost £30,000 through
TFN over two years, The Bike Project was ﬁrst
able to provide 395 sets of locks, lights and
helmets to ensure refugees can cycle safely.
The second grant enabled them to hire a fulltime bike mechanic, who is also a refugee.

As well as improving beneﬁciaries’ emotional
wellbeing, independence and conﬁdence, the
provision of bikes and accessories to almost
1,500 refugees has saved each person
£1,000 a year in transport costs – this
equates to almost £1.5million saved as a
direct result of TFN funding. In 2017, The
Bike Project won the 2017 EU Social
Innovation Award of €50,000.

At both stages of funding, we were a young,
ambitious start-up and TFN funding has
meant the world to us.”

Jem Stein,
Founder and Director, The Bike Project

www.thebikeproject.co.uk
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Settle
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Raised £1,224 in 2014 at Crowdbacker,
£1,131 in 2015 at YFN and £10,198 in
2017 at TFN London

Settle prevents vulnerable young people from becoming homeless by
equipping them with the skills and conﬁdence to live independently.
The pilot, a six week training programme with courses in managing
money, maintaining a home, looking after their own wellbeing and
navigating local services, was funded at Young Funding Network’s
Crowdbacker. 10 homeless young people in Enﬁeld were supported
into their ﬁrst homes. They have all sustained their tenancies and
reported a 50% increase in self-conﬁdence.

Subsequent funding at other TFN events led to Settle being
commissioned to support 35 young people in care in North London.
At the end of 2016 Settle had supported 90 young people in preparing
to manage their homes, money and health.

Your funding was a huge boost for us
at a time when it was most needed.”

Rich Grahame,
CEO, Settle

www.wearesettle.org

For a full list of TFN-funded projects and organisations, visit
www.thefundingnetwork.org.uk/projects

Members

Our network is made up of
individuals, foundations and
businesses that want to
understand the needs of the
voluntary sector and engage more
deeply with the causes they give
to. Not only do they support nonprofits through giving money at
TFN events, but also by offering
additional support – whether inkind or through longer term
funding – to build the capacity of
the non-profits they connect with.

Chris Llewellyn

Chris is Director of the CriSiren Foundation, which supports small
charities in developing governance and organisational sustainability.
Chris came across TFN when studying at the Centre for Charity
Effectiveness: “I went to my ﬁrst event and I was hooked! It was fantastic
to feel the enthusiasm of the members, and it’s such an invigorating way
of pooling resources to support important causes.”
TFN membership allows Chris to support organisations at all stages:
“One thing I particularly like about TFN is the journey that organisations
go on, potentially starting out at Young Funding Network, moving up to
the London events, culminating in a pitch to the Strategic Funding
Group. Their ask can develop as the organisation grows.”

Becoming a member of TFN has helped charities that Chris was already
supporting. He nominated Corali, a learning disability dance company, to
pitch at TFN London in 2017: “DJ, the presenter, has a learning disability
himself. The opportunity to go through the pitch training and perform in
a different way, to a very different audience, has been very valuable to
him, developing his self-conﬁdence and presentation skills.”

Patricia Hamzahee

Patricia was introduced to The
Funding Network through TFN’s
Crowdbacker events. “I decided to
join because it is an upbeat way of
providing tangible support to nonproﬁts. I was reassured by TFN’s due
diligence process and how the crowd
is treated, allowing people to give
whatever they can afford.”

Patricia appreciates the efﬁciency of
TFN and the extent of support nonproﬁts receive: “I am introduced to a
wide range of organisations, all vetted
to a good degree, and I meet other
philanthropically-minded people.
TFN is a great network which delivers
immediate beneﬁts to the

organisations that pitch, not only
through funding but with pitch
training and offers of valuable
non-ﬁnancial support.”

She also uses her TFN membership
to help organisations she supports:
“I know how hard it is for early stage
organisations to secure funding
from traditional sources. TFN as a
crowdfunding vehicle taps into
different resources. TFN has brought
charities I support to the attention of
people who can offer other types of
support: access to a community of
philanthropists is one of the most
important beneﬁts that TFN
provides.”

To increase the impact of your donations,
share your passion for social change and
give efficiently, become a member online
at thefundingnetwork.org.uk/membership
Our corporate members:

BROOKS
FOUNDATION

Partnerships
TFN’s ethos is built on collaboration –
with our members, the non-proﬁts we
support, and the organisations we
partner with to host special events.
We team up with other organisations
whose work is complementary to ours
in order to have greater impact. One
of the most successful initiatives has
been our collaboration with Year Here
to support social venture start-ups.
Year Here is a social innovation
fellowship that nurtures young social

entrepreneurs to launch their own
ventures. TFN hosts a bi-annual event
with Year Here, supporting these
ventures when they are just a few
months old. We use our live
crowdfunding model to raise seedfunding, allowing the ventures to lay
the ground work for their long-term
success. Since 2014, 6 events have
raised more than £83,000 and
leveraged at least a further £70,000,
along with hundreds of hours of
expert volunteer support. More than

We’ve seen TFN go from strength to strength, and have
been very keen to promote the events to our clients and
wider networks.”
John David, Head of Rathbone Greenbank Investments

700 people have witnessed the launch
of 29 ventures which are already
making waves on the social enterprise
scene.

Working with Year Here has allowed
us to engage new audiences and given
us the chance to discover exciting
ventures, which often go on to be
supported at other TFN events.
Partnerships like this are a fantastic
way to drive social change and to
strengthen the social sector.

Our partners:

We’ve been working with TFN since 2014. Along
with our partners RBS they power our biannual
Crowdbacker event, a live crowdfunding event
with a twist. We invite investment, advice,
connections and social media buzz for the new
social ventures emerging from Year Here. So far
we’ve helped launch 21 new social enterprises –
from Cracked It, training up young people
involved in gang crime to fix cracked iPhones, to
Bread & Roses, the florist that supports refugee
women into work. Without TFN’s expertise,
resourcefulness and limitless positivity, we
wouldn’t be able to provide such a powerful
platform to the next generation of social
entrepreneurs.”

Jack Graham, CEO and Founder, Year Here

Our work
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for small
non-profits

In the 5 years following
an event, non-profits
increase their income,
on average, by

52%

(contrary to sector-wide trends)

£12M
RAISED

For non-profits that
pitched at multiple
TFN events, this
rises to

104%

Demand
for small
non-profits
up by

80%

INCOME
INCREASE
FOR NONPROFITS

INCOME
LOWER
THAN

500k

65%

of non-profits
were able to
leverage
non-financial
support

89%

of non-profits
at TFN have
less than
£500k income

LEVERAGE
OF NONFINANCIAL
SUPPORT

Since 2002, £12million has been raised
worldwide, supporting 1,900 small to medium
sized non-profit organisations

Thank you

When I ﬁrst started TFN in 2002 with 3
friends, I had no idea that 16 years later it
would have spread to 23 new countries,
have 6 times as many events in London a
year as we had envisaged and have
brought more than 12,000 unique givers
to our events worldwide.

I’ve been fortunate enough to stay very
involved since the beginning, getting to
most London events and in 2017 to
Sydney’s most successful event to date.
Thanks to my career as an art dealer, I
often say that Pablo Picasso (remember
him?) has helped in this. My work with his
printmaking has allowed me to be a
supporter both of many projects and of
the operational costs of several of our
new country partners.

I love the fact that we have continued to
innovate and we still feel, if not exactly a
start-up, young at heart. And the projects!
I never cease to be amazed at the nerves,
skills and conscientiousness of so many
social entrepreneurs (an increasing
number of them very young – or is that just
me?). They have a hunger for social change
and the skills to make it happen. We are
lucky to have so many of them walk
through our doors and present to our
audiences, who then give such substantial
ﬁnancial backing to their projects.
So to all those who have come to an event
– givers, presenters, and observers - my
thanks and appreciation. I just hope you
enjoy the process as much as I do.
Dr Frederick Mulder CBE,
TFN Founder

TFN FOUNDERS: Dr Frederick Mulder CBE | Sue Gillie | Dr Paul Kelland | Polly McAfee
TFN PATRON:

TFN TRUSTEES:
|
TFN STAFF:

Jon Snow

Samuel Lush, Co Chair | Simon Wheatley, Co Chair | Michael Chuter | Adrian Coles OBE
Robert Hewitt | Chrysanthy Pispinis | Kawika Solidum | Josh Babarinde
Céline Gagnon | Eugenie Harvey | Jennie Jeffery | Sally Hoang | Jessica Russell

TFN acknowledges with gratitude the support of the following:

BL-NK | Belfast Harbour Commissioners | Brooks Foundation | Brunswick LLP | CMS LLP | Capco | Cazenove Capital
Management | Channel 4 | Charles Stewart Mott Foundation | City Bridge Trust | EY Foundation | The Fore and Two Temple
Place | Frederick Mulder Foundation | Funding Circle | Goodman Derrick | The Greenroom Charitable Trust | Hogan Lovells |
Jesus College, University of Oxford | Kingsway Hall Hotel | London School of Economics and Political Science | London Stock
Exchange | Lyst Studios | Macquarie Group | Marie-Louise von Motesiczky Charitable Trust | O2 Think Big | Octopus Giving |
The Old Fire Station | PwC Foundation | Rothamsted Conference Centre | Royal Bank of Scotland | Rathbone Greenbank
Investments | SEB | Santander | Sarasin and Partners LLP | St Paul’s Cathedral | Stephenson Harwood LLP | UBS | TLT LLP |
T. Rowe Price | The Estate of Venetia West | Verulamium Museum | WeWork | Wieden and Kennedy
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